Activity in motor cortex predicts specific movements, seconds before they are initiated. This preparatory 15 activity has been observed in L5 descending 'pyramidal tract' (PT) neurons. A key question is how 16 preparatory activity can be maintained without causing movement, and how preparatory activity is 17 eventually converted to a motor command to trigger appropriate movements. We used single cell 18
INTRODUCTION 26
Motor cortex plays critical roles in planning and executing voluntary movements. Activity in motor 27 cortex anticipates specific future movements, often seconds before movement onset (reviewed in Refs 28 [1, 2] ). This dynamic neural process, referred to as preparatory activity, is thought to move the state of the 29 motor cortex to an initial condition appropriate for eliciting rapid, accurate movements 3 . In addition, 30 motor cortex activity is highly modulated during movement onset, consistent with commands that control 31 the timing and direction of movements 4, 5 . 32
Reconciling the dual roles of motor cortex requires an understanding of the cell types that make up the 33 cortical circuit, and how these cell types integrate into the multi-regional circuits that maintain short-term 34 memories and produce voluntary movements. Motor cortex comprises distinct cell types that differ in 35 their location, gene expression pattern, electrophysiology, and connectivity. Intratelencephalic (IT) 36 neurons in layers (L) 2-6 receive diverse input from other cortical areas and excite pyramidal tract (PT) 37 neurons 6-8 . PT neurons, whose somata define neocortical L5b 9 , are of particular significance as they make 38 the only long-range connections linking the motor cortex with premotor centers in the brainstem and 39 spinal cord 10 . PT neurons thus coordinate cortical and subcortical brain regions to produce behavior 11, 12 . 40
Lesioning PT axons causes persistent motor deficits 12, 13 . PT neurons also constitute a major component of 41 the cortical projection to the thalamus [14] [15] [16] . Previous studies have shown that preparatory activity is not 42 maintained by motor cortex in isolation, instead requiring reverberations in a thalamocortical loop 17 . 43
Consistent with roles in both movement planning and initiation, PT neurons show diverse activity 44 patterns, including preparatory activity and movement commands [18] [19] [20] [21] . PT neurons are also structurally 45 heterogeneous, with complex projection patterns in the midbrain and hindbrain 14 . 46
Here we show that PT neurons in mouse motor cortex comprise two cell types with distinct gene 47 expression profiles and projection patterns. We refer to these cell types as PT upper and PT lower neurons, 48
reflecting their distributions in different sublaminae in L5b. PT upper project to the thalamus, which forms a 49 feedback loop with motor cortex. PT lower neurons project to premotor centers in the medulla. Cell type-50 specific extracellular recordings in the anterior lateral motor cortex (ALM) during a delayed-response 51 task suggest that PT upper neurons are involved in motor planning, whereas PT lower neurons play roles in 52 movement execution. Thus, motor cortex coordinates its two complementary roles at the level of distinct 53 cell types. 54 55 RESULTS 56
Two types of PT neurons in Layer 5 57
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq) was used to produce a taxonomic classification of cell types 22 58
in the anterior lateral motor cortex (ALM) and in primary visual cortex (V1). A total of 21,749 scRNA-59
Seq transcriptomes were collected, including 9,035 from ALM. Dimensionality reduction was used to 60 extract features from single-cell transcriptomes 23 , which in turn were the basis for clustering 22 . This 61 procedure identified 116 transcriptomic clusters. GABAergic neurons partitioned into 49 clusters, all of 62 which contained neurons from both ALM and V1 22 . ALM glutamatergic neurons belonged to 21 clusters 63 ( Fig. 1) , which were distinct from the glutamatergic clusters identified in V1. 64 ALM and visual cortex perform different computations. Visual cortex and other sensory cortical areas 65 process sensory information with millisecond time-scale dynamics 24, 25 . ALM shows slow dynamics 66 related to short-term memory and motor planning, in addition to fast dynamics related to the initiation of 67 orofacial movements 18, 26 . To gain an understanding of the neural circuit specializations underlying ALM 68 function, we analyzed ALM projection neurons. Transcriptomically, ALM glutamatergic projection 69 neurons within the same cortical layer and/or belonging to the same projection types were generally more 70 similar to each other. Expression clusters corresponding to L2/3 intratelencephalic (IT), L5/6 IT, L5 71 pyramidal tract (PT), L6 corticothalamic (CT), and L6b subplate neurons exhibited a higher degree of 72 similarity within a projection type than between types (Fig. 1a,c) , as did L5 neurons that lack long-range 73 projections (NP; 'near projecting'). 74
PT neurons form the sole cortical projection to motor areas in the midbrain and hindbrain, and therefore 75 likely play important roles in motor planning and execution. For the rest of this study, we focus on these 76
neurons. ALM PT neurons, retrogradely labeled from a diverse set of PT targets 22 , mapped to three 77 distinct transcriptomic clusters: the Rgs8 and the closely related Hpgd and Htr2c clusters ( Fig. 1 and  78 EDFig. 1a). To map the structural diversity of PT neurons, we imaged and reconstructed the brain-wide 79 axonal projections of entire PT neurons, labeled randomly by viral injection in ALM 27 (n = 12; Fig. 2a axonal projections. Axons of one group innervated the thalamus (n=8; Fig. 2a,b ; yellow-green hues and 83
EDFig. 2). The other group bypassed the thalamus and branched extensively in the reticular nuclei of the 84 medulla (n=4; Fig. 2a,b ; red-brown hues and EDFig. 2). 85
To determine the spatial distribution of these projection types in motor cortex, neurons were retrogradely 86 labeled from the thalamus and medulla using AAVretro 28 . Thalamus-projecting PT neurons were located 87 in upper L5b (Fig. 2c,d genes identified from scRNA-Seq were also differentially expressed in bulk RNA-Seq (EDFig. 6a). 120
Conversely, DE genes from bulk RNA-Seq (EDFig. 6b) displayed consistent relative expression levels in 121 scRNA-Seq (EDFig. 1b). Differentially expressed transcripts ( Fig. 3a) were examined in the Allen Brain 122
Atlas (http://mouse.brain-map.org) for enrichment in L5. Two transcripts, Npnt and Slco2a1, were 123 confirmed as cell-type specific markers with single-molecule RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization 124 (smFISH; Fig. 3b,c) . PT lower neurons expressed higher levels of Slco2a1 mRNA (inter-quartile range, IQR 125 = 9-28 puncta) than PT upper neurons (IQR = 0-3 puncta). In contrast, PT upper neurons expressed higher 126 levels of Npnt (IQR = 15-30 puncta) than PT lower neurons (0-4 puncta). 127
Cell type-specific recordings 128
The projection patterns of the PT cell types suggest distinct roles in motor control. The cortico-129 thalamocortical loop is necessary for maintaining persistent preparatory activity related to motor 130 planning 17 . PT upper cells project to the thalamus and lack projections to premotor nuclei in the medulla. 131
These characteristics suggest a role for PT upper cells in generating and/or maintaining preparatory activity.
132
In contrast, PT lower cells project to premotor centers in the medulla and the spinal cord ( Fig. 2a,b and 133
EDFigs. 2,3), with few collaterals in the basal ganglia and thalamus, suggesting a role in movement 134 execution. 135
We performed projection-specific recordings in ALM during a delayed-response task 20,26 ( Fig. 4a,b) . 136 Mice were trained to discriminate object locations with their whiskers 26 PT lower neurons, 4 mice; Fig. 4d and EDFig. 7) 18 . Identified PT upper cells were at more superficial 145 recording depths than PT lower neurons, consistent with the retrograde labeling experiments ( Fig. 4e and  146 EDFig. 4). Layer 6 corticothalamic cells, which also innervate the thalamus, were inefficiently labeled by 147 AAVretro (Fig. 2c,d and EDFig. 4) 28 and excluded based on recording depth, several hundred 148 micrometers deeper than the PT upper cells. Baseline and trial-averaged peak spike rates were not 149 significantly different (p > 0.1, two-sample t-test) in PT upper cells (baseline: median=4.3 ± 3.5 Hz; peak: 150 median=17.7 ± 13.8 Hz) and PT lower cells (baseline: median=5.2 ± 4.8 Hz; peak: median=17.2 ± 22 Hz). 151
Spike rates in PT lower cells were more heterogeneous across the population (baseline: p = 0.02; peak: p = 152 3x10 -4 ; χ 2 test). A substantial proportion of PT lower neurons displayed spike bursts (18.8%), which were 153 rare among PT upper cells (3.3%; p = 0.006, Fisher's exact test; EDFigs. 7,8). 154
Preparatory activity 155
Individual neurons exhibited diverse patterns of activity and selectivity, defined as the difference in spike 156 rate between trial types ("lick left" vs "lick right") ( Fig. 4f) upcoming movement direction. This preparatory activity is a form of short-term memory that links past 161 events and future movements. 162
We investigated the emergence and maintenance of preparatory activity in populations of PT upper and 163
PT lower cells. We analyzed population dynamics in activity space, where each dimension corresponds to 164 the activity of one neuron. Preparatory activity for different movement directions corresponded to distinct 165 trajectories in the high-dimensional activity space. For each population, we computed the linear 166 combination of cells that best discriminated trial type during the first 400 ms of the sample epoch (CDearly: 167
'early coding dimension'; Fig. 5a,b) . We then projected the trial-averaged activity of all cells in the 168 population along CDearly ( Fig. 5a ) to produce the one-dimensional projection of each activity space 169 trajectory with maximal selectivity during this time period. In this projection, selectivity was larger and 170 more consistent across trials in the PT upper population compared to the PT lower population ( Fig. 5b) . 171 Furthermore, selectivity in the PT upper population remained constant throughout the sample and delay 172 epochs and until the go cue. We conclude that the PT upper population retained decision-related information 173
for the duration of the behavioral trial. In contrast, selectivity in the PT lower population decayed rapidly 174
along CDearly and was lost at the time of the go cue (no significant selectivity; p = 0.15, bootstrap). This 175 decay did not reflect a lack of any selectivity in the PT lower population; along a different dimension in 176 activity space that maximized selectivity at the end of the delay epoch, CDlate, selectivity was substantial 177
in both cell types (EDFig. 9; PT upper : 40/61; PT lower : 44/69) 18 . We computed the stability of the coding 178 dimension across trial time. For the PT upper population, the CD remained similar across the sample and 179 delay epochs, whereas for the PT lower population, the CD was uncorrelated across epochs (EDFig. 10). As 180 suggested by population analyses, individual PT upper neurons displayed persistent selectivity throughout 181 the sample and delay epochs ( Fig. 5c ) and decoded trial type significantly better than PT lower neurons 182 during the sample epoch (EDFig. 11). 183
Movement commands 184
The rhythmic movements involved in licking and swallowing are coordinated by circuits in the reticular 185 nuclei of the medulla 31,32 . Microstimulation of ALM is sufficient to initiate directional licking 18,33 . PT lower 186 neurons provide a direct path from ALM to the premotor circuits in the medulla (Fig. 2a,b and EDFigs. 187 2,3). We reasoned that putative ALM signals driving movement should have selectivity for movement 188 and emerge before movement onset. In addition, movement commands should lie along a dimension in 189 activity space that is orthogonal to the dimension that predicts movement in the delay epoch; otherwise 190 movement would be triggered before the go cue 34, 35 . 191
For each population, we determined CDgo as the dimension that maximizes selectivity immediately after 192 the go cue (400 ms), orthogonal to CDlate (Fig. 6a-c) . Along CDgo, selectivity was larger, emerged faster, 193
and persisted longer in the PT lower population compared to PT upper cells ( Fig. 6 b,c) . In the PT lower 194 population, significant selectivity emerged 24 ms following the go cue, faster than in the PT upper 195 population (46 ms) ( Fig. 6c) . The onset of the first detectable movement occurred approximately 50 ms 196
after go cue onset (99% confidence interval = 38-56 ms). The coding dimension changed rapidly at the go 197 cue in the PT lower population, and more slowly, over several hundred milliseconds, in the PT upper 198 population (EDFig. 10). Individual PT lower neurons displayed pronounced changes in selectivity at the go 199 cue ( Fig. 6d) . 200
Each bout of licking consists of a sequence of directional tongue protrusions at a stereotyped frequency 201
(approximately 8 Hz) ( Fig. 4,b) . Aligning PT lower activity to the last lick in a bout revealed additional 202 movement-related features. Selectivity along both the CDlate and the CDgo dimensions ceased with the 203 offset of movement (EDFig. 12a,b), simultaneous with an abrupt change in the coding dimension 204
(EDFig. 12c). This transition was not observed in the dynamics of the PT upper population (EDFig. 12a-c). 205
Indeed, examining the activity of single neurons in the PT lower population revealed neurons that were 206 strongly modulated at the go cue, at the offset of movement, or both (EDFig. 12d). These results show 207 that subgroups of PT lower neurons have activity patterns consistent with roles in initiating and/or 208 terminating movements. 209
210

DISCUSSION 211
Pyramidal tract (PT) neurons of motor cortex exhibit diverse activity patterns that are related to 212 movement planning and execution 3,5,18,20,35 . We have shown that PT neurons in motor cortex comprise at 213 least two cell types with distinct gene expression patterns, axonal projections, and specialized roles in 214 motor control. PT upper neurons connect with the thalamus and avoid motor centers in the medulla. PT upper 215 neuron activity represents a short-term memory that links sensory information and motor planning. PT lower 216
neurons avoid the thalamus and project to motor nuclei in the medulla. These neurons appear to control 217 movement initiation and termination. PT neurons segregate into PT upper and PT lower types across the 218 entirety of motor cortex (EDFig. 4). This organizing principle may extend to non-motor cortical areas and 219
other mammals [36] [37] [38] . 220
Previous anatomical studies have suggested that collaterals of PT neurons projecting to motor centers also 221 innervate the thalamus 14,39 , possibly providing an efference copy of motor commands for predicting the 222 sensory and motor consequences of self-movement 15 . We show that neurons that project to motor centers 223
do not project to the thalamus. Instead corticothalamic PT upper neurons play more cognitive roles in motor 224
preparation. The thalamus could still process efference copies of motor commands through an indirect, 225
tectal pathway 40,41 . The thalamus also receives a projection from L6 corticothalamic neurons, but these 226 neurons are sparsely active and uncoupled from PT neurons 16 . In addition, their weak synapses are 227 thought to play a modulatory role in thalamic excitation 15 . 228
Cell type-specific recordings link representations of information with the neural circuit diagram, which is 229 critical to understand the mechanisms of neural computation. The two PT neuron types express distinct 230
behavior-related signals, implying that only a subset of the information represented in a cortical region is 231 communicated to specific downstream structures 18,42,43 . Preparatory activity appeared early, and was 232 persistent, in PT upper neurons, whereas movement commands were observed in PT lower neurons. At the 233 same time, multiple signals were multiplexed within the population of PT lower neurons. Preparatory 234 activity emerged in this population during the delay epoch (along CDlate) and persisted through the go cue 235
and up to the termination of licking bouts. In the same cell type, and sometimes in the same individual 236 cells (e.g. Fig 6d; Cell #3), activity was strongly modulated following the go cue along a different 237 dimension (CDgo), consistent with a movement command. A complete description of neural coding 238 therefore requires measurements of neural populations of defined cell types. 239
In this study we restricted our analysis to ALM PT neurons and found two principal cell types. PT upper 240 neurons corresponded to two transcriptomic clusters ( Fig. 1) , separated by many differentially expressed 241 genes ( Fig. 3a and EDFigs. 1,6) . Future studies linking detailed anatomy with transcriptional profiling 242 might lead to further subdivision of these types. In addition to PT neurons, ALM harbors ten 243
transcriptomic clusters corresponding to diverse IT neurons, which project to other cortical areas and the 244 striatum 22 (Fig. 1) . A subset of these neurons connect the two ALM hemispheres via the corpus callosum, 245
which is critical for robustness in preparatory activity 30 the thalamus (green) or the medulla (red). e. Gene expression of PT neurons retrogradely labeled from the 376 thalamus (green) and medulla (red) in tSNE space (as in Fig. 1c ). PT neurons projecting to the medulla 377 belong to the Rgs8 cluster, whereas thalamus-projecting PT neurons were part of the Htr2c and Hpgd 378 clusters. f. Proportion of neurons retrogradely labeled from each PT target that were clustered into the 379
Rgs8 and Htr2c/Hpgd expression clusters. 380 in which greater than 10% of inter-spike intervals were less than 5 ms) were rare in the PT upper population 482
(3.3%) and more common in the PT lower population (18.8%; p = 0.006). neurons did so. Mean accuracy was also significantly higher in PT upper neurons (PT upper : 64.4 ± 1.0%; 504
PT lower : 58.9 ± 0.6%, mean ± s.e.; p<0.0001, two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test). b. Cumulative distribution 505
function of the data in (a). c. Neurons containing the most trial-type information after stimulus onset 506 disproportionately belong to the PT upper class. The 10 most discriminative neurons all belonged to the 507 PT upper population. d-f. Same as (a-c) but decoding only based on spike rate increases above baseline. 508
Trial-type selectivity during the sample epoch in PT lower neurons was predominantly characterized by a 509 modest suppression of spiking on one trial type, likely reflecting widespread lateral inhibition. 510
Disregarding spike rate changes below baseline, no PT lower neurons predicted trial type with at least 70% 511 accuracy, while the same 24.6% of PT upper neurons continued to do so and accounted for 20/21 of the 512 most predictive neurons (PT upper : 62.7 ± 1.1%; PT lower : 56.7 ± 0.4%, mean ± s.e.; p<0.0001, two-sided 513
Mann-Whitney U-test). As soon as the trial type is cued by the stimulus, upcoming movement direction is 514 encoded robustly in the PT upper population and only minimally in PT lower cells. 515 . 6 ) aligned to the last lick for each PT type. c. 518
Correlation of coding dimension weights at all pairs of time points after the go cue for PT upper neurons 519
(left) and PT lower neurons (right) using last-lick aligned spike rates. An additional transition in the 520 population dynamics accompanies the termination of movement in PT lower neurons, while there is no 521 correlate of movement termination in PT upper neurons. The change in dynamics at the offset of movement 522
was somewhat less abrupt than at movement onset, likely a result of aligning data to the last lick port 523 contact, which does not precisely mark the cessation of movement. Fig. 2 c,d Mice used for scRNA-seq experiments in visual cortex and ALM are described in Ref [22] . Mice used for 542 all other experiments are described in EDTable 2 and EDTable 3. Mice were housed on a 12-hour light-543 dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water, except during behavior (described in Mouse 544 behavior). 545
Figure panel(s) Animals (group #) Viruses injections (#) Notes
Surgical procedures 546
All procedures were in accordance with protocols approved by the Janelia Research Campus Institutional 547
Animal Care and Use Committee and Institutional Biosafety Committee. Mice were given buprenorphine 548
HCl (0.1 mg/kg; Bedford Laboratories) and ketoprofen (5 mg/kg; Fort Dodge Animal Health) for post-549
operative analgesia and to reduce inflammation. Surgical procedures were carried out under 1-2% 550 isoflurane anesthesia. Mice were placed in a stereotaxic headholder on a thermal blanket and their eyes 551 covered with artificial tears (Rugby). Marcaine (0.05 mL, 0.5%) was injected under the skin covering the 552 skull to be thinned. The periosteum was removed and the skull thinned overlying the sites of viral 553 injection(s). For all injections, virus was injected using a manual volume displacement injector (MMO-554
220A, Narishige) connected to a glass pipette (5-000-2005, Drummond Scientific) pulled to a 30 µm tip 555
(P-2000, Sutter Instruments) that was beveled to a sharp tip. Pipettes were back-filled with mineral oil and 556
virus was front-loaded prior to injection. Pipettes were inserted through the thinned bone to the 557 appropriate depth and virus injected at a rate of 10 nL/min. For electrophysiology, a fiber optic cannula 558 (CFML12L05; Thorlabs) was implanted 200 µm above the virus injection target and a headbar implanted 559 caudal to Bregma. Dental acrylic (Jet repair; Pearson Dental) was used to secure the optic fiber and 560
headbar to the skull and protect exposed bone. 561
Viral expression 562
All viruses used in these experiments were adeno-associated virus (AAV) produced in the Janelia 563
Research Campus (JRC) Virus Shared Resource. Viruses used for scRNA-Seq experiments are described 564
in Ref [22] . For all other experiments, viruses incorporated the AAV2-retro capsid 28 , with the exception 565 of axonal reconstruction experiments ( Fig. 2a,b and EDFig. 2), which used AAV2 serotype 1. Viruses 566 used, viral titers, injection volumes, injection coordinates, and associated experiments are described in 567
EDTable 2 and EDTable 4. 568
scRNA-Seq 569
Single-cell RNA-Seq data (Fig. 1, Fig. 2e,f, EDFig. 1, and 
Single-cell axonal reconstruction 596
The axons of single neurons were labeled and imaged as described ( Fig. 2a,b and EDFig. 2) 27 . Neurons in 597 motor cortex were sparsely labeled using a viral vector encoding either eGFP or tdTomato. At least 3 598 weeks following virus injection, mice were perfused and brains extracted. Brains were embedded in 599 gelatin and cleared using a combination of DMSO and D-sorbitol. The full volume of each brain was 600 imaged at submicron resolution using an automated block-face two-photon microscope with integrated 601 vibratome. Full-brain datasets were approximately 20-30 TB in size and were stitched and rendered using 602 a custom bioinformatics pipeline 27 . Each individual neuron was reconstructed manually in three-603 dimensions using the Janelia Workstation 45 by two independent annotators who were blinded to all 604
analyses. Consensus reconstructions were determined by resolving discrepancies (generally <5%) 605 between annotators. Each dataset was registered to the Allen Common Coordinate Framework using 606 landmark based registration (3DSlicer, Landmark Registration module) and a thin plate spline warp 607 determined between the two image spaces. Neuronal reconstructions were then projected into the 608 reference space to determine the brain area associated with each axonal segment, branch point, and 609 terminus. 610
Electrophysiology data analysis 712
Extracellular recorded traces were band-pass filtered (300 -4500 Hz; 2 nd order Butterworth filter) and the 713 common mode on ±4 sites was subtracted from each channel. Events were detected using JRClust 52 and 714 spikes from tagged units (n = 143) were sorted manually using a custom program written in MATLAB.
715
Extreme care was taken to restrict analysis to units that could be sorted with a low number of false 716 positive spikes (mean ISIs less than 2 ms = 0.02%; EDFig. 7) so that neuronal responses could be 717 faithfully attributed to the correct cell type. Despite this, spike rates were similar to that measured in other 718 studies recording extracellular from ALM in the same task 18 indicating that the false negative spike rate 719 remained low. Information from 4-7 adjacent used for sorting each individual unit. Units recorded during 720
behavioral sessions in which performance was not greater than 65% for both trial types were excluded 721 from the dataset. Additionally, units recorded during behavioral sessions with less than 50 correct trials of 722 each type were excluded. 13 units were rejected based on these criteria and 130 were kept for further 723 analysis. Unit depths (Fig. 4e) were inferred from manipulator readings only without correction for the 724 angle between the electrode penetration and the orientation of cortical layers. Collision tests were 725
performed for all tagged units to confirm axonal projections to the thalamus or medulla 18,53 ( Fig. 4d) .
726
Trial-averaged spike rates were calculated in 5 ms time bins and filtered using a causal 50 ms boxcar 727
filter. 728
Coding dimension vectors (Figs. 5,6 and EDFigs. 9,12) , , were calculated according to equations 1 729 and 2. 730
(2) 732
For each unit, the mean difference in spike rate between lick right, ̅ ℎ , and lick left trials, 733 ̅ , was calculated across a 400 ms time interval. This vector was divided by the square root of the 734 sum of the across-trial variances of spike rate for each trial type. The resulting vector ( ) was then 735 normalized by its L1 (taxicab) norm so that projections would not scale with vector length (# cells in 736 population) to produce the coding dimension, . Coding dimensions were calculated in the first 400 ms In all cases (Figs. 5,6 and EDFigs. 9,12), the illustrated projections are the results of a hierarchical 749 bootstrapping procedure. For each population, 100 projections were calculated, each using N randomly 750 chosen neurons (with replacement), where N was the number of neurons in the population. For each 751 neuron, 50 correct trials of each trial type were randomly selected with replacement. In all figures, solid 752 lines and shaded areas represent the median and standard deviation of all repetitions. 753
To create matrices of the coding dimension correlation across time (EDFig. 10), coding dimensions were 754 calculated at each time point from the trial-averaged spike rates of all neurons within a population (5 ms 755 time bins, filtered using a causal 50 ms boxcar filter), as above, but were normalized by their Euclidean 756 norms to produce unit vectors. Correlation matrices represent the inner product of coding dimension 757 vectors at each pair of time points. 758
Single-cell trial type decoding accuracy (EDFig. 11) was determined using the average spike rate during 759
the first 400 ms of the sample epoch (2.5 to 2.1 seconds before the go cue). A spike rate threshold was 760 determined that best distinguished lick right trials from lick left trials (maximal accuracy) with accuracy 761 defined as the proportion of trials correctly classified. Accuracy was >=50% by definition. Shaded 762 regions in around the cumulative distribution function in EDFig. 11b,e represent standard error, estimated 763
using Greenwood's formula. In EDFig. 11c,f, confidence intervals represent standard errors (bootstrap) 764 and the gray shaded region represents ±1 standard error of the expected value after shuffling cell type 765 labels (100,000 repetitions). 766
Code availability 767
All analysis code used in this study is available upon request. 
